fresh & lifted with classic
citrus flavours
P E W T E R S E RI E S

Hunter Valley
Semillon
VINTAGE 2013

Pewter is our regal wine series, delivering a premium experience that
embodies all that Tempus Two has to offer. All the varieties are sourced
-growing areas and the
end result is magnificent, luxurious, artisan wine developed with love
and care. Distinctive bottles, stamped pewter labels and crisp clean

Region
HUNTER VALLEY, NSW

Varietal
100% SEMILLON

styling reflect the sophistication and confidence of the wines profiled in
Technical

our Pewter Series.
Sourced from 70% Blackberry vineyard and 30% secret

in

Broke, whose vines were planted in 1923. The same secret vineyard"
that has made the UNO in years past. Harvested in the cool of night,
received at the winery around 6am, 2 days apart, and allowing the
Blackberry vineyard fruit to soak up those extra sunshine hours. One of

PH:
TA:
RS:
SO2:
ALC:

3.08
6.58 G/L
1.9 G/L
45 / 138 PPM
11.0%

Winemaker
ANDREW DUFF

the best vintages for Semillon in a decade with soft, approachable acid
that drinks beautifully young yet has the potential to age a life time. The
flavour profile is all about fruit ripeness, with fresh lime undertones and
a juicy fruit edge. In a year like 2013

all about a minimalistic

approach to winemaking influence. Small, separate ferments using
specific, but different, yeast strains to create complexity.
All the while letting the fruit and the region speak.
Palate
A tightly structured, medium
bodied wine with a classic lemon,
lime finish. A soft yet fuller wine
style.

Aroma
Lifted lemon and lime aromas
complemented by complex
mineral and floral undertones.

V I SI T U S

ONLINE

G E T I N T O U CH

Cnr of Broke & McDonalds Rds,

tempustwo.com.au

Sales Enquiries: +61 2 8345 6377

Pokolbin, Hunter Valley

info@tempustwo.com.au

Cellar Door: +61 2 4993 3999

Open 10am to 5pm daily

facebook.com/tempustwo

Pewter Membership: 1800 687 459

Cellaring
While great young, this wine will
develop lovely toasted aged
characters when aged for up 1015 years.

